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Abstract. We report the results of new grazing incidence X-ray diffraction studies of Langmuir
monolayers of F(CF~)jjCOOH and F(CF~)jOCH~COOH supported on water in each case the

locations and intensities of the first three diffraction peaks ((1, 0), (1, 1) and (2, 0)) have been

measured. These new data are consistent with earlier ones in that both monolayers have simple
hexagonal packing of molecules with their long axes nearly perpendicular to the water surface at

maximum surface densities. By comparing the ratios of the intensities of the several diffraction

peaks observed in each case, one can conclude that at least one of the molecules is not in a free

rotator phase. These ratios are used, together with a fit to the Debye-Waller factor, to discriminate

between different models of the azimuthal ordering in the monolayer. A model of close packed
monolayer with freely rotating molecules is inconsistent with the integrated diffraction intensities

for F(CF2)1ICOOH. Much better agreement is obtained when an orientational ordering of the long

axes of the amphiphilic molecules is assumed in the monolayer. On the other hand, in the case of

F(CF2)IOCH~COOH, either of the two models, free rotating or azimuthal ordering, appears to be

equally consistent with the diffraction data.

1. Introduction.

The existence of crystalline order in a two-dimensional system has been a subject of

controversy for many years. In principle, a true two-dimensional crystal, as characterized by
infinitely long range translational order, cannot exist since in such a system this long-range
order is destroyed by a phonon induced divergence of the mean square atomic displacement
from a reference lattice site (Peierls theorem Ii). However, because this divergence is only
logarithmic in the size of the system, a two-dimensional array of atoms can have crystalline

order in domains of finite size and can generate resolution-limited diffractioi~ peaks.
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The ideal system for investigating the properties of ordered two-dimensional arrays is a free-

standing atomic monolayer, I-e- one without any interactions in the directions perpendicular to

the plane of the monolayer. Since such a system is purely hypothetical, other systems, e-g-

smectic liquid crystal films and monolayers supported on solid substrates [21, have been used

as surrogates. The drawback in using such surrogates is that, contrary to the free standing
atomic layer, the structure of the substrate can induce ordering in the overlayer. For this reason

a Langmuir film [3] consisting of self-assembled long chain amphiphiles supported on liquid

water is likely to be a better approximation to the ideal monolayer. This inference follows from

the observation that a liquid subphase has no effect on the long-range order of the deposited
monolayer. Moreover, a Langmuir monolayer is known to exhibit many phases and

mesophases, and transitions between these are readily observed. Of the many possible
molecules forming Langmuir monolayers, long chain fatty acids supported on water have been

of popular use [4] since their linear alkyl chain structure, with a COOH head group and a

CH~ terminal group, yields relatively simple intermolecular and intramolecular interactions.

The phase diagram of such a monolayer displays, in different regions, a gas phase and several

different condensed phases [5], some of which being probably hexatic phases [6].

At present there is still very little information available concerning long-range order in

Langmuir monolayers and Langmuir-Blodgett films. For instance, Garoff et al. [7] have

shown, using electron diffraction, that a Langmuir-Blodgett film of a long chain amphiphile

can have orientational coherence over a spatial range of a few microns, suggesting the

existence of a hexatic phase. However, the influence on the structure of the monolayer of the

solid substrate, and of the forces that act during the transfer from the original liquid substrate to

the solid substrate, are not known. Therefore the in situ fluorescence microscopy observations

of Mcconnell et al. [8] on water-supported monolayers, showing that there can be long-range
orientational order in a phase which does not have long-range positional order [9] are of great

importance. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction has also been used by several investigators
[10] to study the microscopic structure of water-supported monolayers of long-chain
amphiphile molecules. To date, the structures inferred have usually, but not always, been

based on the measurement of the first order diffraction peaks (1, 0) and (0, 1), and on the

assumption that the projected unit cell in the plane of the monolayer is hexagonal or centered

rectangular (distorted hexagonal). The correlation length for translational ordering is difficult

to measure accurately in these diffraction experiments. Generally, the peak widths are found to

be resolution-limited, which only allows a minimum value of roughly 4001to be set for the

correlation length. The last result should certainly not be taken as direct evidence for

crystalline order in the classical sense, which requires a long-range lattice for the positions of

the centres of mass plus a long-range correlation of azimuthal rotations around the chain

molecular axis. The best approach is to make a comparison with the molecular packing in

lamellar crystals of long chain alkanes. Within one lamella, the ordering is akin to that in a

water-supported monolayer of long-chain amphiphiles. In addition to having an orthorhombic

phase in which the planar backbones of the all trans chains are azimuthally ordered, the long-
chain alkane crystals also have so called rotator phases at higher temperatures. In the rotator I

phase the projection of the unit cell in two dimensions is pseudohexagonal and the azimuthal

orientations of the molecules are correlated, whereas in the rotator II phase the projection of the

unit cell in two dimensions is hexagonal and the azimuthal orientations are completely
uncorrelated (random). Shih et al. have attempted to distinguish between azimuthally ordered

and disordered rotator phases of a hydrocarbon monolayer by measuring the distortion of the

hexagonal projection of the unit cell in the plane of the interface and/or the variation of the

width of the diffraction peak ]. However, if diffraction peak of high order can be detected, a

more precise way of detecting azimuthal ordering is to compare the observed peak intensity

distributions to the calculated structure factors of models of the monolayer with and without
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this ordering. Unfortunately, for the systems studied by Shih et al. the data were insufficient to

carry out such a structure factor analysis.
Perfluorinated amphiphiles have properties which are of value for the study of molecular

packing in monolayers. Indeed, the trans-cis energy gap in these molecules is considerably
larger than in the corresponding hydrocarbon chains, thereby strongly suppressing the

concentration of gauche defects in the chains. Moreover, the repulsion between the fluorine

atoms imposes a superhelical twist on the chain, introducing a cylindrical symmetry which is

absent in the planar, all trans, hydrocarbon chains. Because these chains are stiff and the

concentration of gauche defects negligibly small, the relaxation to equilibrium following a

change in surface pressure is very rapid. This explains why the isotherms of perfluorinated
amphiphile monolayers display good reversibility and long term stability even in the density

range where the molecules are close-packed. Our previous studies studies have shown that

monolayers of FjCF2)IICOOH and F(CF~)j~CH~COOH support only two phases in the

temperature range 2-30 °C ; a gas phase at low surface coverage and an ordered condensed

phase at high surface coverage, with an intermediate two-phase coexistence region. In the

ordered phase, the measured first order X-ray diffraction peaks and rod scans are consistent

with a structure in which the molecules are sensibly vertical and the projection of the unit cell

in the monolayer-water is hexagonal [12, 13]. Recent molecular dynamics simulations also

lead to the same conclusion [14].

In this paper we report new measurements of the (1, 0), (1, 1) and (2, 0) peaks in the grazing
incidence X-ray diffraction pattern of monolayers of F(CF~)j jCOOH and F(CF~)jOCH~COOH

supported on water. With these data we test the model structure functions. Although the signal-
to-noise ratio for the highest order peaks which we have studied is poor, it is still possible to

use the data to make a meaningful comparison of the intensity ratios of the peaks and thereby
infer that in a monolayer of F(CF~)jjCOOH there is azimuthal ordering of the close packed

molecules. On the other hand, the results of the corresponding analysis for a monolayer of

close packed F(CF~)j~CH~COOH molecules do not distinguish between structures with and

without azimuthal ordering.

2. Experimental details.

The grazing incidence X-ray diffraction measurements reported in this paper were carried out

on the D24 line at the LURE synchrotron source (Orsay, France j. Figure I displays a sketch of

E
B

~ D

TOPVIEW A

F

Fig. I. Schematic of the experimental set up for grazing incidence X-ray diffraction. (A) bent Ge( I I I

monochromator ; (B) slits ; (C) mirror (D) ionization chamber ; (E) Langmuir trough (F) NaI detector.
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the experimental set-up. A bent Ge (lll) monochromator was used to select the X-ray
wavelength (A

=

1.491) and an uncoated glass mirror was used to deflect the X-ray beam

down onto the sample. The angle of incidence was 1.42 mrad, which is below the critical angle

0~ for total external reflection of X-rays. The incident beam intensity was monitored with an

ionisation chamber and the diffracted beam intensity measured with a NaI detector equipped
with Soller slits that had an acceptance angle of 0.15°. With this arrangement the in-plane

resolution was
0.00751-'.

Since the X-rays from the synchrotron are strongly polarised in the plane of the monolayer-

water interface, the scattered X-ray intensity falls off rapidly with increasing scattering angle.
Moreover, the CF~ structure function has a minimum value near zero at 1.75 l~ and increases

only slowly thereafter. These effects limit both the angular range over which diffraction from

the monolayer can be observed and the signal-to-noise ratio achievable in measurements of the

intensities of the higher order diffraction peaks. To reduce parasitic scattering the incident X-

ray beam was conducted through evacuated or helium-filled tubes wherever possible, and lead

tape was used to shield all windows. We did not carry out rod scans of the (1, 0) diffraction

peak since previous studies [12, 13] have shown that in the dense close packed phase of these

amphiphiles, the molecules are normal to the water surface to within 5°. Instead, when

collecting in-plane diffraction data the vertical component of the scattering vector,

Q~, was integrated from 0 to 3 l~ ', in order to collect all the scattered X-ray intensity. To

obtain adequate signal-to-noise in the data it was necessary to count for at least one minute per

point when traversing the (1, 0) peak and much longer per point when traversing the higher
order peaks. The usual corrections for Compton scattering, polarisation, geometry of viewing

the simple, etc. were applied to the data [15].
The monolayer isotherms (surface pressure i,eisus area per molecule) were measured in a

thermostated Teflon trough. The subphase was Millipore quality water with the pH adjusted to

2 using hydrochloric acid ; the temperature of the trough was controlled to ± 0.5 °C. The

monolayer was prepared by spreading small aliquots of a dilute solution of the amphiphile in a

9 :1 mixture of hexane and ethanol. After evaporation of the organic solvent the surface

density of the amphiphiles was adjusted to the desired value by compression with a Teflon

barrier. Both monolayers were studied at a surface density of one molecule per 30 l~. This is

very near to the densest monolayer state but well below the monolayer collapse. The surface

tension was measured by the Wilhelmy method using a platinum plate. At one molecule per

29 l~, the surface pressure of monolayers of F(CF~)j~CH~COOH was 2.5 dyne/cm this

surface pressure was constant to better than 0.2dyne/cm over the duration of the X-ray
scattering experiment (several hours). Correspondingly, at a surface density of one molecule

per 29 i~, the surface pressure of monolayers of F(CF~)jjCOOH was 27 dyne/cm ; this

surface pressure was also constant to better than 2 dyne/cm over the duration of the X-ray
scattering experiment.

3. Experimental results.

Figure 2 shows that monolayers of the two amphiphiles studied have very similar isotherms in

the grA plane. Since these isotherms are discussed in more detail elsewhere [12, 13], we

mention only a few pertinent points. We interpret the interval from the largest area per
molecule for which there is a measured surface pressure to about 35 l~

per molecule as the

coexistence region between a disordered gaseous phase and the ordered condensed phase.
Reduction of the area per molecule to values less than about 35 i~ generates a rapid increase in

the surface pressure indicating that the monolayer is now in its ordered condensed phase

characterized by a low compressibility. We find that as long as the surface pressure is less than
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Fig. 2. Surface pressure-area per molecule isotherms at 19 °C for monolayers of C jOF21CH2COOH and

Ci IF~ICOOH.

about 5-7 dyne/cm, the system is stable in the dual sense that the surface pressure at any given

area per molecule is independent of time and that the isotherm is reversible upon re~expansion

to larger area per molecule. The principal difference between the isotherms of the monolayers
of the two amphiphiles is the surface pressure in the coexistence region which, at 17 °C, is

0.3 dyne/cm for F(CF~)j~CH~COOH and 5 dyne/cm for F(CF~)j jCOOH. Our interpretation of

this difference in surface pressure is discussed in reference [13].
Figure 3 is an illustration for both monolayers of the X-ray diffraction peaks observed under

grazing incidence at 18 °C and 30 l~
per molecule ; the surface pressures were 2.5 dyne/cm

and 27 dyne/cm for F (CF~ )jOCH~COOH and F (CF~ )j jCOOH respectively. To our knowledge,
this is the first time that diffraction peaks at such high Q value have been observed in Langmuir
monolayers. In each case, three diffraction peaks were observed with scattering vectors related

by Q~
=

,fi Qi and Q3
=

2 Qi These scattering vectors can be indexed as (1, 0), (1, 1) and
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Fig. 3. Typical diffraction data : (A), (B) and (C) are respectively the (1, 0), (1, 1) and (2, 0)
diffraction peaks from monolayer of F(CF2)IOCH~COOH at 18 °C ; (D), (E) and (F) are respectively the

(1, 0), (1,1) and (2, 0) peaks of F(CF~)jjCOOH. The solid lines are Gaussian fits (plus a sloping
background) to experimental data.
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(2, 0) in a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice. For both systems, we have checked that the

intensity of the (1, 0) peak was independent of the rotation of the trough. This confirms that the

monolayer can be considered as a two-dimensional powder for the purpose of interpreting the

X~ray diffraction data. The signal-to-background ratio in the experiments reported is greater
than 2.5 for the (1, 0) peak and decreases to 0.I for the (2, 0) peak. The major part of the

background scattered X-ray intensity arises from the substrate. Despite the unfavourable

signal-to-background ratio of the intensity of the (2, 0) peak it is still possible to use the data

obtained in an analysis of the structure functions of models of the packing in the monolayer.

We have fitted the X-ray diffraction data to a superposition of a standard line shape function

and a background function determined by fitting the data on each side of a peak and

extrapolating across the base of the peak. Gaussian and Lorentzian line shape functions are

found to fit the experimental data equally well. Therefore we will only present the results

obtained from fits to a Gaussian line shape (Tab. I). For almost all of the peaks studied we find

that the widths of the diffraction peaks are resolution-limited by our instrumental set-up, which

implies that the translational coherence length in these monolayers is greater than 3001. We

believe that the apparent larger widths of the (2, 0) peak of the F (CF~ )j~CH~COOH monolayer

and of the (I, I) peak of the F(CF~)jjCOOH monolayer are due to the poor signal-to-noise
ratio (see Fig. 3) [15]. We note that for both monolayers studied the intensity of the (I, I ) peak

is almost the same as that of the (2, 0) peak, even though the former is observed at smaller

momentum transfer Q. This is a consequence of the Q-dependence of the structure factor of the

CF~ group, which goes through a minimum which almost vanishes at 1.75 l~ ' and increases

only slowly as Q increases further. On the other hand, the ratio of the intensity of the (I, I)

peak to that of the (1, 0) peak is significantly smaller for F(CF~)j~CH~COOH than for

F(CF~)jjCOOH (Tab. II).

Table I. Intensity, Position and Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the dijfiracted
peaks resulting from a Gaussian fit. The peaks have been indexed (1, 0), (1, 1) and (2, 0)

according to a hexagonal structure.

Molecule Peak FWHM

23.7+0.2 1.251+0.001

0.1+0.07 2.167+0.001 0.0076

2.503+0.0025 0.0113

CIIF23COOH 28.5+0.3 1.249i0.001 0.0077

0.54+0.16 2.162W.003 0.0177

0.59i0.11 2.501±0.007 0.0081

4. Discussion.

The relative locations of the observed diffraction peaks for both monolayers studied, and the

absence of splitting imply that the unit cells in the monolayer-water interface are hexagonal.

The unit cell areas are slightly greater than 29 l~ which is in good agreement with the so-called

limiting areas derived from the monolayer isotherms and which are found to be 29.8 l~. The

values of the lattice parameters, deduced from the fits of the diffraction peaks are
5.821for

F(CF~)jjCOOH and 5.791 for F(CF~)j~CH~COOH. The tendency of a smaller lattice
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Table II. Peak Intensity ratios calculated for several models without Debye-Waller
correction : free rotator model (rotator) and azimuthally ordered model. The experimental

intensity ratios bem>een the (h, k) and (1, 0) peaks have also been indicated for both

molecules.

Molecule Peak rotator

i i i

o. I 18 0.0343

CIIF23COOH

0.0245

o.o505

parameter observed for the F(CF~ )j~CH~COOH is interesting. We interpret this difference as a

manifestation of the change in potential energy that accompanies the substitution of a

CH~ for a CF~ near the head group of the molecule. As shown in the Appendix, conventional

values for the CH~ and CF~ group interactions are adequate to account for the observed

difference in the lattice parameters. It is also interesting to compare the cross-sectional areas

measured in monolayers with those reported in the bulk phases of perfluoroalkane crystals. If

the amphiphile molecules were perfect cylinders and the monolayer were to be represented as

an array of hexagonally packed vertical cylinders in contact, our data imply that each molecule

would have a cross sectional area of 26.5 l~, since the coverage of the plane by close-packed
discs is 91fb. By comparison, the cross sectional area per molecule is 25.5 l~ in 3D

perfluoroalkane crystals, which have a lamellar structure [16]. The small difference between

the monolayer and bulk crystal cross sectional areas per molecule is consistent with the

expected higher density generated by the extra interlamellar interactions in the bulk crystal.
We now attempt to determine if the studied monolayers are better described as crystals of

translationally and azimuthally ordered molecules or as plastic crystals with azimuthally
disordered molecules. In the latter case the molecules are either randomly oriented or freely

rotating about their long axes (free rotator phase). At first sight it seems that this issue is settled

by the observation of hexagonal packing of the molecules in the monolayer, since this packing
is usually considered as characteristic of the rotator II phase I I]. However, this observation is

not sufficient to unambiguously identify this phase. A complete identification of the rotator II

phase (or any other azimuthally disordered phase) requires in principle a quantitative
comparison of the relative intensities of the various diffraction peaks with the calculated

structure function assuming the absence of azimuthal ordering of the molecules. In the present
experiments, a qualitative examination of the peak intensities is nevertheless already sufficient

to assert that at least one of the monolayers studied here is not in a free rotator phase but

presents some azimuthal order. Indeed, the two amphiphile molecules under consideration

have very similar intramolecular structure factors, since they differ only by the replacement of

one of eleven CF~'S by a CH~. As in a rotator II phase, this intramolecular structure factor is

cylindrical (suppressing any azimuthal orientation correlation), we expect that the X-ray
scattering cross sections of the two molecules should be nearly the same. Moreover, since the

lattice spacing and symmetries of the two monolayers are identical one should find that the

ratios of intensities of peaks in the diffraction patterns of the two monolayers are the same. The
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data displayed in table II show that this is the case for the ratio Ijj/I~~, but not for

Ii j/Ij~ or I~~/Ijo. This discrepancy between expectation and observation suggests that both

monolayers cannot be in the rotator phase. Note that we can make only this qualitative
interpretation since the first three peaks of the highly symmetric hexagonal structure have been

observed with both molecules. Indeed, a difference in the intensity ratio observed with only

two diffraction peaks could be interpreted as a change in the Debye-Waller factor which leads

to various dumping at high scattering vectqrs.
In an attempt to provide a quantitative basis for the inference we have just reached, we have

calculated the structure functions for two models of the monolayer. One in which we assume a

free rotation of the amphiphiles about their long axes, the other in which there is azimuthal

ordering of the amphiphiles about their long axes. We first consider models in which all

thermal motion is suppressed. In the azimuthally ordered phase the amphiphile molecules have

fixed orientation of the molecular axis and fixed location in the space lattice. The structure

factor for this phase is

F (Q
=

if, (Q exp (iQ r, ( i )

,

where the sum is taken over all the atoms of the molecule. We use for the
r~

the coordinates

given in reference [16]. The bisector of the CF~ group adjacent to the head group has been

aligned with the a axis (we have checked that this relative orientation has little influence on the

calculated intensities). In the rotator phase the molecular axes are located at the points of a

hexagonal space lattice but the molecules are uniformly distributed in azimuthal angle. For this

model the structure factor simplifies to [17]

F (Q)
=

if, (Q Jo(iQ r, ) (2)

where Jo is the Bessel function of zero order.

The calculated structure functions for both the rotator and the non rotator model are

displayed in table II. We note that different intensity ratios Ij ill
j~

and I~~/lj~ are obtained but

that in none of the models they agree with the experimental values (which are lower for high
order peaks).

Better agreement with experiment can be achieved by including a Debye-Waller factor in the

calculation of the structure factor. For this, a very simple model for the thermal motion of the

molecules in the monolayer was selected. Specifically, we neglect the effect of thermal

excitation of molecular tilting and of motion perpendicular to the monolayer-water interface,

I-e- we restrict all of the vibrations of interest to be parallel to the monolayer-water interface.

Furthermore, we assume that it is sufficiently accurate to treat the in-plane vibrations of the

rigid amphiphile molecules as isotropic, whereupon the Debye-Waller factor takes the simple
form exp(£ aQ~). As the shape of the diffraction peaks remains Gaussian in the limit of our

experimental resolution, this last assumption is reasonable. The values of
a

for the rotator and

azimuthally ordered structures were determined by a least squares fit of the theoretical

diffraction peak intensity ratios to the observed diffraction peak intensity ratios. The results of

these calculations are displayed in figure 4.

For F(CF~)jOCH~COOH, we obtain
a

=0.41(X~" 0.00098) for the rotator model

corresponding [2] to a mean square displacement of the center of mass with respect to the

lattice site (u~)
=

0.8 l~, and
a =

0.86 (X ~
"

0.00016 ) for the azimuthally ordered model

corresponding to (u~)
=

1.7 l~. Both of these
a

values are coherent with what is typically
measured (a

=

0.001 to 0.5 ) in the bulk phase of molecular crystals. Therefore it appears that

both the rotator and the azimuthally ordered models can satisfactorily describe our diffraction

data.
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been normalized by setting ~~~~~~~~
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e~ ~ ~~~~ ~~°~
The solid line is the least square fit of this function to

I[° II [(

the experimental data using
« as the adjustable parameter.

For the F(CF~)jjCOOH monolayer, it is striking that no satisfactory agreement between the

predicted and observed diffraction peak intensity ratios can be achieved with the rotator model

for any value of the Debye-Waller factor. The best least square fit yields
a

=0.14

(x2
=

0.0285) but figure 4 shows that the calculated curve is unable to pass through the
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experimental data points. Moreover the X
~ value is 0.0285, about 3 orders of magnitude larger

than in the case of F(CF~)jOCH~COOH. Increasing
a to 0.17 would allow the calculated

intensities to fall within those error bars but then the X
~ reaches an even larger value of 0.0362

(note that these error bars are larger by using a maximum entropy algorithm for the peak fitting
than with a least square fit). By contrast, an extremely good agreement is found for the

azimuthally ordered model when
a=

0.45 (X~=0.00047), which corresponds to

(u~)
=

0.91~. Considering these results plus our former qualitative discussion, we thus

conclude that F(CF~)j jCOOH molecules at high surface density are not in a rotator phase but

exhibit some degree of azimuthal ordering. This sets a case example showing that the

observation of an in-plane hexagonal structure does not necessarily mean a free rotator phase,
especially when the molecule cross section appears circular.

Because of the similarities in the intramolecular structures, it is tempting to infer that the

close packed monolayer of the F(CF~)jOCH~COOH molecules also has azimuthal ordering.
However, our present evidence is indirect and has yet to be substantiated. If this were indeed

true, the difference experimentally observed in the mean square amplitude of positional
fluctuations in our model of azimuthally ordered F(CF~)j~CH~COOH, 1.71~, and

F(CF~)j jCOOH, 0.9 l~ could be easily rationalized. First the size of the CH~ groups is much

smaller than for CF~ groups. Second, the diffraction data were collected at different surface

pressures (2.5 and 27 dyne/cm, respectively) : a higher pressure is expected quite normally to

dump out the amplitude of thermal fluctuations.

The preceding conclusions indicate that the structure of a monolayer of a perfluorinated
amphiphile is subtly different from that of the corresponding hydrocarbon amphiphile. Perhaps

the almost total absence of gauche defects in the fluorocarbon amphiphile and the helical

superstructure of the rigid molecule gives greater susceptibility of the overall molecular

structure to small perturbation terms in the interaction molecular potential, which favours more

organized arrangements. In the other case, the effects of these small terms in the intermolecular

interactions may be masked by the flexibility of the chain and introduces disorder.
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Appendix.

To help interpret the observed difference between the lattice spacing in monolayers of

F(CF~)j jCOOH and F(CF~)jOCH~COOH we have calculated the lattice spacing at T
=

0 K for

each of these monolayers using the same pseudoatom model as employed in the molecular

dynamics simulations of Shin, Collazo and Rice [14]. Since we wish to understand the origin

of the difference in the lattice spacings that accompanies replacement of one CF~ by one

CH~, the substitution of a minimization of the lattice energy for a minimization of the lattice

free energy is not expected to alter the qualitative aspects of the analysis. The amphiphile

molecules were assumed to have zero collective tilt and to be packed in a hexagonal lattice.

The model of the amphiphile chain we used represents the CF~, CH~ and COOH groups as

spherical pseudoatoms, and includes the fixed C-C bond length and C-C-C bond angles as well
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as the superhelical twist imposed by the F-F repulsion along the chain a detailed description
of this model can be found in reference [14].

The energy of the monolayer depends on the orientations of the amphiphile molecules. We

have considered five cases with different values for the angle between the bisector of the FCF

bond angle (or the HCH bond angle) of the group adjacent to the COOH group and the a-axis of

the unit cell in the monolayer/water interface (I) all of the amphiphile molecules have the FCF

bisector pointing towards the nearest neighbour lattice site (it) all of the amphiphile molecules

have the FCF bisector pointing towards the next nearest neighbor lattice site ; (iii) the bisector

of the FCF group is randomly oriented in the interval 0°-30° relative to the a-axis of the unit

cell ; (iv) the bisector of the FCF group is randomly oriented in the interval 0°-90° relative to

the a-axis of the unit cell (v) the bisector of the FCF group is randomly oriented in the

complete interval 0°-360° relative to the a-axis of the unit cell. In every case we find that the

lattice spacing in a monolayer of F(CF~)jjCOOH is greater than in a monolayer of

F(CF~)jOCH~COOH, as shown below.

Calculated lattice spacings (T
=

OK for monolayers of fluorinated amphiphiles.

Orientation of Cl IF23COOH CjOF21CH2COOH A

FCF bisector a
(I)

a
(I) ha (I)

NN 5.645 5.585 0.055

NNN 5.645 5.585 0.055

ho
=

30° 5.660 5.590 0.070

ho
=

90° 5.708 5.560 0.068

ho
=

360° 5.895 5. 834 0.061

It is clear that the calculated difference between the lattice spacings of the two monolayers is

consistent with the observed value or, put in another way, that the substitution of a

CH~ group for a CF~ group in the twelve carbon amphiphile molecule is the source of the

observed lattice contraction. The absolute magnitudes of the calculated lattice spacings are

slightly smaller than the observed values, which is likely due both to inaccuracies in the

potential parameters used and to the neglect of thermal expansion in the model calculation. To

the extent that the trends in the lattice spacing with extent of azimuthal ordering are accurately

reproduced by the model calculation, comparison of the calculated and observed lattice

spacings favors a model with some degree of azimuthal ordering.
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